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BLOCK 1. ACADEMIC WRITING



Academic English
Academic English is often considered relatively formal complex
English that conveys ideas in a precise and objective manner.
Academic English is the genre of English used in the world of research,
study, teaching and universities.
Academic English refers to the oral, written, auditory, and visual
language proficiency required to learn effectively in universities and
academic programs.
Academic English includes such things as specialized vocabulary,
conventional text structures within a field such essays and lab reports
and other language-related activities typical of classrooms, such as
expressing disagreement, discussing an issue, or asking for clarification.
 



Academic Writing

Academic writing in English is linear, which means it has one central point or
theme with every part contributing to the main line of argument, without
digressions or repetitions. Its objective is to inform rather than entertain. As well
as this it is in the standard written form of the language. There are ten main
features of academic writing that are often discussed. Academic writing is to
some extent: complex, formal, objective, explicit, hedged, and responsible. It
uses language precisely and accurately. It is also well organised and planned. 



Academic Writing

• Academic writing is generally quite formal, objective and technical. It is
formal by avoiding casual or conversational language, such as
contractions or informal vocabulary. It is impersonal and objective by
avoiding direct reference to people or feelings, and instead emphasising
objects, facts and ideas. It is technical by using vocabulary specific to the
discipline.

• Different disciplines also have different styles and structures of writing.
Disciplines, such as in the humanities, expect longer paragraphs, which
include topic sentences to show how your argument is structured.
Disciplines in the sciences expect short paragraphs, with no topic
sentences, which are denser in factual information.



Effective Academic Writing

Recommendations to make Academic Writing more effective:
• learn the specific styles and structures for your discipline;
• study the writing style of the academic articles in the most prestigious journals in

your discipline;
• choose formal instead of informal vocabulary;
• avoid emotional language;
• use more cautious evaluations, such as ‘strong evidence’ or ‘less convincing’;
• be objective and impersonal, emphasise things and ideas, instead of people

and feelings;
• avoid evaluative words that are based on non-technical judgements and

feelings;
• avoid intense or emotional evaluative language;



Effective Academic Writing

Recommendations to make Academic Writing more effective:
• use modality to show caution about your views;

• find authoritative sources, such as authors, researchers and theorists in books or articles,
who support your point of view, and refer to them in your writing;

• look at the convention used in published articles in your discipline area;

• develop a large vocabulary for the concepts specific to the discipline or specialisation
you’re writing for;

• take note of terminology used by your lecturer and tutor, as well as in your readings;

• be careful about the meaning of technical terms;

• make sure you also understand and use the key categories and relationships in your
discipline;

• structure your writing and make it more technical and analytical.



Academic Vocabulary

• Academic Vocabulary is defined as words that are traditionally used in
academic dialogue and text. These types of words are used to explain a
concept; they are not necessarily common or frequently encountered in
informal conversation.

• Academic vocabulary instruction is important for PhD students, who may
lack the vocabulary foundation for success in learning content-area
subjects and reading academic texts.



Academic Vocabulary

Academic vocabulary consists of three types of vocabulary:

• general words which are acceptable for academic use;

• academic words;

• technical words specific to an individual subject area.



General Words

General vocabulary can include general words which have special meaning in
academic contexts. In this case, it is important to focus on both the meaning and
usage of these general vocabulary items.

Example:
discipline
• general meaning:     training people to obey rules
• academic meaning:  a subject of study

pupil
• general meaning:  educatee; student   
• academic meaning: apple of one’s eye



Academic words

Academic words and word lists are not common enough for students to learn
through ordinary study, but which are frequent in all or most academic
disciplines. This type of vocabulary has various names, e.g. sub-technical
vocabulary or specialised non-technical vocabulary.



Academic Word List

The most well known example of such a list is the Academic Word List (AWL).
(see https://www.eapfoundation.com/vocab/academic/awllists/)

 This can be a useful resource for building general academic vocabulary. This
list is derived from written academic texts, so is most useful for written contexts.
It is also important to use the list appropriately: do not just try to learn all the
words; study the words in context.



New Academic Word List

A second and similar list is the New Academic Word List (NAWL), (see https://
www.eapfoundation.com/vocab/academic/nawl/) which seeks to create a
more updated list of academic words.



Technical words

Technical words are words which are particular to your field of study.

Examples are photosynthesis (for biology), inertia (for physics), externalities (for
economics).

Technical (Subject Specific) Vocabulary  (see https://www.eapfoundation.
com/vocab/other/#subject).



Example of an Academic Article

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING IN ACADEMIC ENGLISH CLASSROOM: PREPARATION OF
PH.D. CANDIDATES
Introduction
English is now recognised as a basic life skill for the 21st century and is very essential
to the field of education. Internationalization of higher education stimulates the
development of intercultural competence and competences in professional
situations within an international environment (Juknytė-Petreikienė, Žydžiūnaitė, 2017,
p. 205). In the Foreword to “The internationalisation of Ukrainian universities: the
English language dimension” Director Ukraine British Council Simon Williams pointed
out that English Language provides people with the ability to explore and navigate
wider ranges of information and viewpoints than if they just have their home
languages (Bolitho, West, 2017, p. 12).

Higher education reform (see: Higher Education Act) increased demand for English
language competence as academics need enhanced proficiency to access
academic literature and to conduct and publish their research.



continuation

According to requirements (see: On Approval of the Procedure for Preparing
Graduates of Higher Education in the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy and
Doctor of Science in Higher Educational Institutions (Scientific Establishments),
2016), preparation for postgraduate studies in Ukraine involves performing of
educational-scientific program of a higher educational institution in certain
specialty and conducting individual scientific research.   Preparation of Ph.D.
candidates in postgraduate studies is carried out through educational-
scientific program and curriculum, and approved by an academic council for
each specialty.



continuation

Educational and scientific program of postgraduate studies includes four
components which comprise acquisition by a Ph.D. candidate certain
competencies in accordance with the National Qualifications Framework,
and obliges:
1) to gain profound knowledge in specialty of research;
2) to master general scientific (philosophical) competencies;
3) to acquire researcher’s universal skills, in particular oral and written
presentation of the results of scientific research in Ukrainian language;
4) to acquire a language competence sufficient for presentation and
discussion of scientific results in a foreign language in oral and written forms,
as well as for full understanding of foreign scientific texts in corresponding
specialty.



continuation

This paper aims at examining the question of Academic English acquisition for
Ph.D. candidates as one of the main goals of higher education modernisation
in Ukraine. There are certain tasks that are to be solved: to determine the
main methodological approaches of Academic English acquisition for Ph.D.
candidates (competence approach, collaborative learning, critical thinking),
and to analyse the experience of Ph.D. candidates’ preparation at
Volodymyr Vynnychenko Central Ukrainian State Pedagogical University.



continuation
Literature review
First of all, it should be noted that the concept "academic language" is interpreted by us as
the language that is used by teachers and students for the purpose of acquiring new
knowledge and skills.
Academic language refers to the oral, written, auditory, and visual language proficiency
required to learn effectively in schools and academic programs (see: The Glossary of
Education Reform) Academic language is used in classroom lessons, books, tests, and
assignments, and it’s the language that Ph.D. candidates are expected to learn and
achieve fluency in. Frequently contrasted with "conversational" or "social" language,
academic language includes a variety of formal-language skills (vocabulary, grammar,
punctuation, syntax, discipline-specific terminology, or rhetorical conventions) that allow Ph.
D. candidates to acquire knowledge and academic skills while also successfully navigating
higher educational establishment policies, assignments, expectations, and cultural norms.
Although definitions in the research literature differ somewhat, there is general agreement
that academic language is both general- and content-specific. That is, many academic
words are used across all content areas (such as demonstrate, conflict, analyze, element,
category), whereas others pertain to specific subject areas (photosynthesis, mitosis, density,
hypothesize, and inertia for science; angle, ratio, dispersion, and calculate for math). It is
important to remember that academic language is more than specific content vocabulary
words related to particular topics. Rather, academic language represents the entire range
of language used in academic settings (see: The Academic Language of Science).



continuation
Academic language is "the language that is used by teachers and students for the
purpose of acquiring new knowledge and skills . . . imparting new information,
describing abstract ideas, and developing students’ conceptual understandings"
(Chamot & O’Malley, 1994, p. 40). Academic language refers to "word knowledge
that makes it possible for students to engage with, produce, and talk about texts
that are valued in school" (Flynt & Brozo, 2008, p. 500). "Academic English is the
language of the classroom, of academic disciplines (science, history, literary
analysis) of texts and literature, and of extended, reasoned discourse. It is more
abstract and decontextualized than conversational English" (Gersten, Baker,
Shanahan, Linan-Thompson, Collins, & Scarcella, 2007, p. 16). Academic English
"refers to more abstract, complex, and challenging language that will eventually
permit you to participate successfully in mainstream classroom instruction.
Academic English involves such things as relating an event or a series of events to
someone who was not present, being able to make comparisons between
alternatives and justify a choice, knowing different forms, and inflections of words
and their appropriate use, and possessing and using content-specific vocabulary
and modes of expression in different academic disciplines such as mathematics and
social studies" (Goldenberg, 2008, p. 9). "Academic language is the set of words,
grammar, and organizational strategies used to describe complex ideas, higher-
order thinking processes, and abstract concepts" (Zwiers, 2008, p. 20).



continuation
Some educators suggest that the distinction between conversational and
academic language is somewhat arbitrary and that it is the situation,
community, or context that is either predominantly social or academic
(Aukerman, 2007; Bailey, 2007). Although knowing conversational language
assists Ph.D. candidates in learning academic language, we must explicitly
teach English learners the "vocabulary, more complex sentence structures,
and rhetorical forms not typically encountered in nonacademic settings"
(Goldenberg, 2008, p. 13).

Analyses of language used in assessments by Bailey, Butler and Sato (2007)
found two types of academic language: content specific language and
general academic language. Similarly, there are general academic tasks that
Ph.D. candidates to know how to do in order to be academically proficient (e.
g., create an outline, take notes) and more specific tasks (e.g., write a report
on the topic of research).

 



continuation
Results
Over the last several decades the perceived norms of writing in English for
Academic Purposes and English for Specific Purposes have been affected by
the dominance of that language across an array of fields and settings
(McIntosh, Connor, Gokpinar-Shelton, 2017, p. 12). Scientists have to write and
speak about science to both professional and lay audiences very often. Those
who are non-native English speakers have to learn both the subject
knowledge as well as the scientific language to communicate within and
outside the science community (Wong, 2015, p. 65).
Academic English Program, designed by the Department of Linguodidactics
and Foreign Languages, Volodymyr Vynnychenko Central Ukrainian State
Pedagogical University, is compiled according to educational-professional
program of preparation of the Doctor of Philosophy. The subject of the study
of the course "Academic English" is written and oral academic English. The
purpose of the course is to create necessary communicative ability for a
scientist in oral and written forms within the subject area of the individual
research, namely:



continuation
– Academic Speaking (presentations or reports on topics related to the topic
of research; present a layout of the statement and logically structure the
ideas; comment on the tables, graphs and diagrams; use adequate
strategies during discussions, seminars and consultations; to orientate the
audience regarding general construction of the speech; adhere to the topic
of the speech; to emphasize  the main idea, to expand and develop it; to
start a discussion, to sum up, to preside during the discussion, etc.);

– Academic Writing (generalize, rephrase and synthesize ideas from different
types of texts (articles, research projects, etc.); fix and write out the results of
the research; write reports (for example, in accordance with the project);
briefly summarize the contents of the text, logically structure the ideas; write
an introduction / conclusions; write annotations to scientific articles and to the
theses, etc.).



continuation
To suite the purpose of the course language skills need to be developed in every Academic
English lesson.

Volodymyr Vynnychenko Central Ukrainian State Pedagogical University Postgraduate
Training Program (2016) for applicants of Educational and Scientific Degree of Doctor of
Philosophy was designed for such branches of knowledge as 01 Education (specialties: 011
Educational Sciences; 014 Secondary Education (Physics)), 03 Humanitarian Sciences
(specialties: 032 History and Archaeology; 035 Philology), 08 Law (specialty: 081 Law), 11
Mathematics and statistics (specialty: 113 Applied Mathematics). After admission one group
of 11 Ph.D. candidates was created. Qualitative composition of the Academic English class
was the following: 3 Ph.D. candidates (011 Educational Sciences), 2 Ph.D. candidates (113
Applied Mathematics), 2 Ph.D. candidates (014 Secondary Education (Physics)), 2 Ph.D.
candidates (081 Law), 1 Ph.D. candidate (032 History and Archaeology), 1 Ph.D. candidate
(035 Philology). So we faced the problem how to teach academic English effectively in
terms of speaking and writing to diverse Ph.D. candidates.

To learn new information, ideas or skills, Ph.D. candidates have to work actively in purposeful
ways. They need to integrate new material with what they already know or use it to
reorganize what they already knew. In collaborative learning situations, Ph.D. candidates
are not simply master new information or ideas. They are creating a new research with the
information and ideas. The role of supervisors is the following: they should encourage their
students to participate in a wide range of academic activities as much as possible (Sarikaya,
McAlpine, Amundsen, 2017, p. 73).



continuation
Discussion
As Jeff Golub points out, “Collaborative learning has as its main feature a structure
that allows for student talk: students are supposed to talk with each other....and it is
in this talking that much of the learning occurs.” (Golub, 1988). Collaborative
learning produces intellectual synergy of many minds coming to bear on a problem,
and the social stimulation of mutual engagement in a common endeavour. This
mutual exploration, meaning-making, and feedback often leads to better
understanding on the part of students, and to the creation of new understandings
for all of us (Smith and MacGregor, 1992).
Recent research suggests learning is fundamentally influenced by the context and
activity in which it is embedded (Brown, Collins and Duguid, 1989). Collaborative
learning activities immerse students in challenging tasks or questions. Rather than
beginning with facts and ideas and then moving to applications, collaborative
learning activities frequently begin with problems, for which students must marshal
pertinent facts and ideas. Instead of being distant observers of questions and
answers, or problems and solutions, students become immediate practitioners. Rich
contexts challenge students to practice and develop higher order reasoning and
problem solving skills (Smith and MacGregor, 1992). Calls to involve students more
actively in their learning are coming from virtually every quarter of higher education
(Astin, 1985).



continuation
Proponents of collaborative learning claim that the active exchange of ideas within small
groups not only increases interest among the participants but also promotes critical thinking.
According to Johnson and Johnson (1986), there is persuasive evidence that cooperative
teams achieve at higher levels of thought and retain information longer than students who
work quietly as individuals. The shared learning gives students an opportunity to engage in
discussion, take responsibility for their own learning, and thus become critical thinkers (Totten,
Sills, Digby, & Russ, 1991). Critical thinking is an evaluative thinking which can sense the gap
between facts and what should be (das sein and das sollen), inferring to what is ideal;
capable of analysing and evaluating and able to find out problem-solving strategies
(Chairunnisa, 2016, p. 23).
Involvement in learning, involvement with other students, and involvement with faculty are
factors that make an overwhelming difference in student retention and success in college.
By its very nature, collaborative learning is both socially and intellectually involving. It invites
students to build closer connections to other students, their faculty, their courses and their
learning. Collaborative learning covers a broad territory of approaches with wide variability
in the amount of in-class or out-of-class time built around group work. Collaborative
activities can range from classroom discussions interspersed with short lectures, through
entire class periods, to study on research teams. The goals and processes of collaborative
activities also vary widely. Some faculty members design small group work around specific
sequential steps, or tightly structured tasks. Others prefer a more spontaneous agenda
developing out of student interests or questions. In some collaborative learning settings, the
students’ task is to create a clearly delineated product; in others, the task is not to produce
a product, but rather to participate in a process, an exercise of responding to each other’s
work or engaging in analysis and meaning-making (Smith and MacGregor, 1992).



continuation
In our case we decided to create a collaborative learning Academic English class
built around group work. According to Rau and Heyl (1990), smaller groups (of three)
contain less diversity; and may lack divergent thinking styles and varied expertise
that help to animate collective decision making. Taking into account diversity of our
Ph.D. candidates in specialties we divided the class into three groups according to
branches of knowledge and related specialties:

• Group 1 – 01 Education (3 Ph.D. candidates (011 Educational Sciences));
• Group 2 – 08 Law + 03 Humanitarian Sciences (2 Ph.D. candidates (081 Law), 1 Ph.

D. candidate (032 History and Archaeology), and 1 Ph.D. candidate (035
Philology))

• Group 3 – 11 Mathematics and statistics + 01 Education (2 Ph.D. candidates (113
Applied Mathematics) and 2 Ph.D. candidates (014 Secondary Education
(Physics)).

The goals and processes of collaborative activities in already designed small groups
(3+4+4) were structured as such: tightly structured tasks and creation of a clearly
delineated product.



continuation
According to Slavin (1989), for effective collaborative learning, there must be
group goals and individual accountability. When the group’s task is to ensure
that every group member has learned something, it is in the interest of every
group member to spend time explaining concepts to group mates. Research
has consistently found that students who gain most from cooperative work are
those who give and receive elaborated explanations (Webb, 1985). Therefore,
this study incorporated both group goals and individual accountability. Each
member of the group received individual task to contribute into the fulfilment
of the group task.
The overarching goal of individual task is to promote Academic English
language competency for educational and professional purposes. Every Ph.D.
candidate reads a scientific article on the topic of his research, works on the
vocabulary and terminology, creates glossary, and collects all necessary data
and ideas for his individual research. Ph.D. candidate writes his own
annotation and summary to the article on the topic of his research. At the
end a Ph.D. candidate prepares a poster presentation, works out its structure
and vocabulary.



continuation
The overarching goal of group task is to prepare PowerPoint presentation to
develop candidates’ abilities to think, organize and express their ideas clearly and
effectively both orally and in writing. All Ph.D. candidates make their poster
presentations in the group. All members discuss the achieved results of every
individual task. Then the group works on the theme, goal, and process of their
PowerPoint presentation based on individual task results.
 Quintessence of the group work is speaking report based on PowerPoint
presentation. All three groups make their presentation; discuss outcomes and
negative and positive moments of collaborative learning.
According to Vygotsky (1978) students are capable of performing at higher
intellectual levels when asked to work in collaborative situations than when asked to
work individually. Group diversity in terms of knowledge and experience contributes
positively to the learning process. Bruner (1985) contends that collaborative learning
method improves problem-solving strategies because the students are confronted
with different interpretations of the given situation. The peer support system makes it
possible for the learner to internalize both external knowledge and critical thinking
skills and to convert them into tools for intellectual functioning.



continuation
Conclusions
In the present study, the collaborative learning medium provided Ph.D. candidates with
opportunities to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate ideas cooperatively. The informal setting
facilitated discussion and interaction. The group interaction helped Ph.D. candidates to
learn from each other’s scholarly knowledge, skills, and experiences. The Ph.D. candidates
had to go beyond mere statements of opinion by giving reasons for their judgments and
reflecting upon the criteria employed in making these judgments. At the end of the course,
Ph.D. candidates learned grammatical structures and English syntax rules that are necessary
for understanding and producing a wide range of texts in academic and professional fields;
linguistic forms typical of official and spoken language; academic and professional
speaking; a wide range of vocabulary resources (including terminology) necessary in
academic and professional spheres.
From this research study, it can be concluded that collaborative learning fosters the
development of critical thinking through discussion, clarification of ideas, and evaluation of
others’ ideas. For collaborative learning to be effective, the instructor must view teaching as
a process of developing and enhancing ability to learn. The instructor’s role is not to transmit
information, but to serve as a facilitator for learning. This involves creating and managing
meaningful learning experiences and stimulating Ph.D. candidates’ thinking through real
problems of their scientific research.
Future research studies need to investigate the challenges of teaching academic writing as
a dominant form of presentation ideas in the frame of Academic English course.
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Discussion

• detect the field of research of this academic article;
• study the writing style of the article;
• find examples of formal vocabulary used in this article;
• take notes of terminology used in the article;
• discuss the meaning of technical terms used in this

article:
• find out key words and word combinations of this

academic article.



Individual Task

• Find a scientific article on the topic of your
research.

• Introduce it to the class.
• Display key academic vocabulary that is

critical to understanding.
• Point out the words that have multiple meanings

and apply to other content areas.



Annotation
• Annotation is a strategy of active reading. It offers a better understanding

of complicated materials and helps easily and quickly find important
information when reviewing. Annotation helps to become familiar not only
with the content of an article but also with its organization.

• A properly annotated article clearly identifies the location of important
information; expresses all main ideas; traces how the arguments or ideas
develop throughout the text; introduces reactions and thoughts of the
reader.



Annotation

Recommendations to write Annotations effectively:
• read through the text once before you start taking major notes. You may only

circle new concepts or vocabulary if needed;
• understand the article’s main ideas;
• notice the most important pieces of information;
• reread the text;
• underline or highlight main ideas or key phrases and words;
• locate the main ideas of your text;
• paraphrase the ideas to capture their meaning and solidify your understanding;
• write a descriptive outline that shows location of facts, details, and supporting

explanations;
• note own reactions to an article, such as your agreement or disagreement,

associations, questions, ideas, etc.



Annotation Example
Collaborative learning in academic English classroom:
Preparation of PhD candidates

Academic English acquisition for PhD candidates is one of the main goals of
higher education modernization in Ukraine. Preparation of PhD candidates in
postgraduate studies is carried out through educational-scientific program
and curriculum, and approved by an academic council for each specialty.
From this research study, it can be concluded that collaborative learning
fosters the development of critical thinking through discussion, clarification of
ideas, and evaluation of others’ ideas. The changing role of an instructor as a
facilitator involves creating and managing meaningful learning experiences
and stimulating PhD candidates’ thinking through real problems of their
scientific research. 
Keywords: academic language; collaborative learning, critical thinking, group
goal, individual accountability



Individual Task

• Find a scientific article on the topic of your research.
• Take notes of terminology used in the article.
• Think of the meaning of technical terms used in the

article.
• Make a list of key words and word combinations of

the academic article.
• Write an annotation to the article.
• Present it to the class.



Abstract
An abstract is a concise summary of an experiment  or
research project. It should be brief -- typically under 200
words. The purpose of the abstract is to summarize the
research paper by stating the purpose of the research,
the experimental method, the findings, and the
conclusions.



Abstract Structure

• Motivation or Purpose: state the importance of the
subject.

• Problem: describe the problem.
• Method: ways of problem solvation.
• Results: the outcome of the study.
• Conclusions: the significance of findings; application to

other problems.



Informational Abstracts

An informational abstract is a type of abstract used to
communicate an experiment or lab report.
An informational abstract is like a mini-paper. Its length
ranges from a paragraph to 1 to 2 pages, depending on
the scope of the report. Aim for less than 10% the length of
the full report.



Recommendations to write an
informational abstract effectively:

• follow specific guidelines;
• summarize all aspects of the report, including purpose,

method, results, conclusions, and recommendations;
• do not install graphs, charts, tables, or images in an

abstract;
• do not include a bibliography or references;
• highlight important discoveries or anomalies.



Descriptive Abstracts

A descriptive abstract is an extremely brief description of the contents
of a report. Its purpose is to tell the reader what to expect from the full
paper.
A descriptive abstract is very short, typically less than 100 words and
tells the reader what the report contains, but doesn't go into detail.
It briefly summarizes the purpose and experimental method, but not
the results or conclusions. Basically, say why and how the study was
made, but don't go into findings. 



Recommendations to write a Descriptive
Abstract effectively:

• write the paper before writing the abstract;
• write in the third person: replace phrases like "I found" or "we

examined" with phrases like "it was determined" or "this paper
provides" or "the investigators found";

• write the abstract and then pare it down to meet the word limit;
• think of keywords and phrases and include them in your abstract;
• all information in the abstract must be covered in the body of the

paper; 
• proof-read the abstract for typos, spelling mistakes, and

punctuation errors.



Abstract Example

Collaborative learning in academic English classroom: Preparation of PhD
candidates

 Academic English acquisition for PhD candidates is one of the main goals of higher education modernization in
Ukraine. Preparation of PhD candidates in postgraduate studies is carried out through educational-scientific
program and curriculum, and approved by an academic council for each specialty. Academic English
Program, designed by the Department of Linguodidactics and Foreign Languages, Volodymyr Vynnychenko
Central Ukrainian State Pedagogical University, includes a course “Academic English”, the purpose of which is
to create necessary communicative ability for a scientist in oral and written forms within the subject area of the
individual research. To reach the purpose of the course a collaborative learning Academic English class was
created. The goals and processes of collaborative activities in already designed small groups (3+4+4) were
structured as such: tightly structured tasks and creation of a clearly delineated product. The study incorporated
both group goals and individual accountability. Each member of the group received individual task to
contribute into the fulfilment of the group task. From this research study, it can be concluded that collaborative
learning fosters the development of critical thinking through discussion, clarification of ideas, and evaluation of
others’ ideas. The changing role of an instructor as a facilitator involves creating and managing meaningful
learning experiences and stimulating PhD candidates’ thinking through real problems of their scientific research.
 

Keywords: academic language; collaborative learning, critical thinking, group goal, individual accountability



Individual Task

• Write the scientific article in English.
• Write the abstract meeting the word limit.
• Include keywords and phrases in your abstract.
• Present your article and the abstract.



Plagiarism
According to the Merriam-Webster online dictionary, to "plagiarize" means:
• to steal and pass off (the ideas or words of another) as one's own;
• to use (another's production) without crediting the source;
• to commit literary theft;
• to present as new and original an idea or product derived from an existing

source.
The expression of original ideas is considered intellectual property and is
protected by copyright laws, just like original inventions. Almost all forms of
expression fall under copyright protection as long as they are recorded in
some way (such as a book or a computer file).
Most cases of plagiarism can be avoided by citing sources.



BLOCK 2. ACADEMIC SPEAKING



Academic Speaking

Academic speaking is similar in many ways to
academic writing: it is linear, it is explicit, it has one central
point and it is presented in standard language.
Academic spoken style is formal, explicit, hedged, and
responsible. It is less complex and objective than written
language. Spoken language is less complex than written
language. Spoken language has shorter words, it is
lexically less dense and it has a less varied vocabulary. It
uses more verb-based phrases than noun-based phrases.



Academic Speaking

Spoken texts are longer and the language has less grammatical
complexity, including fewer subordinate clauses and more active
verbs.
Spoken language in general has more words that refer to the speaker.
Formal academic spoken language is well planned. It usually takes
place after research and evaluation, according to a specific purpose
and plan.
Formal academic speaking is well organised. It flows easily from one
section to the next in a logical fashion.



Effective academic speaking

Recommendations to make Academic Speaking more effective:
• avoid colloquial words and expressions;
• make your speech clear to the listener the use of different key

words;
• give facts and figures precisely;
• provide evidence and justification for any claims you make;
• use vocabulary accurately as most subjects have words with

narrow specific meanings.



PowerPoint Presentation
PowerPoint uses slides with a horizontal or “Landscape” orientation. The
software was designed as a convenient way to display graphical information
that would support the speaker and supplement the presentation. People
came to hear you and be moved or informed (or both) by you and your
message.

Your message and your ability to tell a story should not be derailed by slides
that are unnecessarily complicated, busy, or full of useless information.

Your slides should have plenty of space.

Do not fill empty areas on your slide with unnecessary graphics or text boxes
that do not contribute to better understanding.

The more organized, shaped and structured is your slide, the more powerful
your visual message will become.



Effective PowerPoint Presentation

Recommendations for effective PowerPoint presentation:
• Your PowerPoint presentation is for the benefit of the audience.
• The best PowerPoint slides will be virtually meaningless without the narration.
• Prepare a written document which highlights your content from the presentation and expands

on that content.
• Fill your PowerPoint slides with a great deal of text.
• Use object builds and slide transitions judiciously.  t transitions & builds (animation)
• Avoid using PowerPoint Clip Art or other cartoonish line art.
• Use colour well. Studies show that color usage can increase interest and improve learning

comprehension and retention.
• Use the same font set throughout your entire slide presentation, and use no more than two

complementary fonts (e.g., Arial and Arial Bold).
• Use video and audio when appropriate. Using video clips to show concrete examples promotes

active cognitive processing, which is the natural way people learn.



Individual Task

• Prepare a scientific text on the topic of your
research (5-6 pages, MS Word, Times New
Roman, font size 14, interval 1.5, all margins 2.5
cm, indentation 1.0 cm.).

• Prepare PowerPoint presentation based on your
scientific text (10-12 slides).

• Make the presentation in front of your PhD class.



Poster Presentation

Poster presentations provide great networking
opportunities and valuable practice at talking
about your work.
There are some recommendations to make your
scientific poster presentation more effective:



Effective Scientific Poster Presentation

Choose your content wisely. The information you can get
across on a poster is very limited. Choose a single aspect
of your research that you think you can explain fully in a
small amount of text and graphics and focus on that
alone.



Effective Scientific Poster Presentation

Use PowerPoint to set out your poster. The great
thing about this is that your PowerPoint file can be
sent directly to the printers for printing when you
are done. PosterPresentations.com has some
great layouts that will help you. Choose a layout
that fits the space allocated to you by the poster
session organizer.



Effective Scientific Poster Presentation

Avoid the simple, classic mistakes:
• Don’t use color schemes that are bold or

whacky
• Don’t use more than two font types
• Don’t use ALL CAPITAL LETTERS
• Don’t use ridiculous fonts, like Comic Sans



Effective Scientific Poster Presentation

Get the title right. Passersby will look at the title first,
so make it as interesting and informative as
possible. Use a font that can be read from 10-15
feet away. A font size of around 60-90 point
should suffice.



Effective Scientific Poster Presentation

Edit your text. Then, go back and edit it again. On
a poster, text is the enemy. People need to get
into your story quickly or they will walk away, so
work hard to have as little text as possible. Write
the text and then go over it again (and again).
Remove anything that is not completely
necessary. If you must have text, keep your
sentences short and use bullet points.



Effective Scientific Poster Presentation

Stay at your poster and talk to people. There’s no point in
making a great poster and standing in the bar during the
poster session. Stay with your poster and offer to talk
people through it. Don’t miss this great networking
opportunity. If you’re at a conference where you leave
your poster up outside of the session, then put your email
address on your poster and/or pin your business cards (if
you have them) to the poster board.  This will allow people
can catch up with you later, if you are not around.



Individual Task

• Design a Poster on the topic of your research.
• Make a scientific poster presentation in your

PhD class.
• Be ready to talk on your poster with everyone

present in the class.



Oral Scientific Presentation

Recommendations on Oral Scientific Presentation:
• do not read your report aloud;
• stick to your time limit;
• write out your spoken presentation in the way that you

intend to say it;
• concentrate only on the main points; 
• ignore details;



Oral Scientific Presentation

• make your presentation lively and interesting;
• write out everything you have to say, including examples;
• rehearse what you are going to say;
• reduce your speech to outline notes and rehearse your talk again;
• in the seminar, speak from the outline notes;
• look at your audience when you are speaking;
• make a strong ending.



Academic Presentations

Types of talks:
• Conference Presentation
• Job Talk



Conference Presentation

• Usually 15-20 minutes for contributed talks.
• The audience is usually students and academics.
• The talks are categorized by topic.
• Your objective is to get the audience interested in your

work.
• Your final scientific presentation in this PhD class is great

practice.



Job Talk

• Usually 50 minutes and 10 extra minutes for questions.
• Impress the audience with the depth of your

contribution.
• Impress the department why your research is important,
• Your talk is an opportunity to show that you are a good

communicator.



Oral Presentation

• Presenting your work is an important part of
your research career

• Present ideas, not details
• Practice the talk many times



Individual Task

• Make a scientific oral
presentation for 15-20 min.
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